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Hi It's Erin Elizabeth here!
The photo above is taken in the 90s of me and my late Uncle Tom (also my
Godfather) author, attorney and activist who was one of the pioneers questioning
vaccination safety in his book, and major magazines and publications starting
back in the 70s. I elaborate on that below.
I know many of you said you wanted to see Dr Joe Mercola, me plus the 60
holistic doctors and experts in the free viewing of The Truth About Vaccines, but
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didn't have time to watch each new episode out each day.
It was the same when we were in the Truth About Cancer. The good news is that
until 12:00 Midnight EST you can watch them ALL for free.
No need to sign up. No email! (I know some of you will appreciate that)
Just click here now and watch. Again, It's free all weekend and this is the FINAL
viewing with nothing to enter... Just hit play.
I'm binge watching this afternoon while I do other things!
I loved being able to share my personal stories in this 7 part series and just want
to share.
XO Erin Elizabeth
PS I'm in episodes 1 and 2 so far, and watching the rest right now. I found our
friend and colleague Barbara Loe Fisher's testimony (she's the founder of National
Vaccine Information Center in Washington DC's) particularly touching.
Barb worked with and knew my Godfather, Uncle Tom (who is pictured above)
back in the day. Tom was my father's brother. Not long after my vaccine injury
and hospitalization in the 70s, Tom wrote a book questioning vaccination safety
and additives. He published that book in 79' with his best friend, the famous
Bob Mendelsohn MD who did the introduction and even stayed at their home. He
even appeared on the front of the Vegetarian Times 35+ yrs ago on this very
subject.
His best friend, Dr Mendelsohn, was my better half Dr Mercola's biggest
influence) All of us are from Chicago and the roots go deep. I don't say this often,
but My Uncle and Dr Bob were the pioneers of this movement in the 70s who
helped make it what it is today. Some say they led the way. May they both rest
in peace.

Join my tribe for the latest breaking stories, news
and discussions.
Join over 460,000 others following me on Facebook! You're automatically
entered to win free stuff; from blenders to organic skin care and more.
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Start following now... click here!
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